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ABSTRACT
The GraSP toolbox aims at processing and visualizing graphs and graphs signal with ease. In the demo, we show those capabilities using several examples from the literature and from our own experiments.

Index Terms— graph signal processing.

1. THE GRASP TOOLBOX
The emerging field of graph signal processing aims at studying signals on (possibly) irregular discrete supporting domains. Whereas classical signal processing relies on well founded mathematical properties of Euclidean spaces, we here rely on the algebraic properties of graphs and the derivation of a graph Fourier transform and harmonic analysis of graph signals found in the literature [1], where the signal is a function associating a value to each vertex, and edges code relations between those values. The goal of GraSP, for Graph Signal Processing1, is to assemble in a unified framework a series of analysis and visualization tools for graphs and graph signals. Developed for the Matlab environment, a popular choice for the signal processing community, it benefits from its advanced plotting capabilities to yield an efficient and complete tollkit for graphs signal processing. Moreover, the code is well documented, versatile, and easy to understand and contribute to.

1.1. Graph and Plotting
Several functions generate known graph structures, from the very simple cycle graph and grid graphs (underlying Euclidean domain), to the Barabási-Albert and Watts-Strogatz graphs (useful for simulation of social networks without communities). Some are weighted such as the graph of Fig. 1 (Gaussian kernel of the Euclidean distance). Importing and exporting graph structures using CSV files is also available and allows interacting with other systems. Graphs are stored in a Matlab structure holding all pertinent data to perform efficiently graph signal processing.

The centerpiece of the toolbox is the function grasp_show_graph plotting a graph and a graph signal using a color scale (see Fig. 1). This function has been optimized for later modification of the signal, for example in animations. Examples of animations are given with a GUI iterating an operator, and through a function generating a GIF file from a sequence of graph signals (this can be for example a time varying graph signal).

1.2. Graph Signal Processing
GraSP is able to compute the matrix of the graph Fourier transform based on the three different approaches found in
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The toolbox is a free software (GPL-compatible license) available at http://grasp.gforge.inria.fr.
The demonstration shows the capabilities of the toolbox, especially when it comes to plotting. We show how quickly one can start using the toolbox and get results with several showcases taken from the literature and our experiments. We also show how we build an environment for graph signal processing tools for Matlab with GraSP as a foundation and how we hope to build a community from that environment.

Requirements for the demo are very limited. Ideally, it would be shown on screen, or projected, but the demonstration can also be performed on a laptop.

3. COMPARISON WITH THE STATE OF THE ART

This abstract would not be complete without mentioning another toolbox released earlier, but developed during similar time frames: The GSPbox\textsuperscript{2} [4]. The goal of both toolbox are identical in the sense that they implement functions to easily perform graph signal processing. GraSP implements two functions to convert the graph structures from one toolbox to the other, making them compatible. We now list several additional functionalities that each toolbox present.

We begin by what GSPbox offers and is missing from GraSP. GSPbox is capable of making clusters within a graph better identifiable (useful when communities are known in advance). It is also better equipped to plot signals and filters in the Fourier domain, with the use of graph frequencies.

On the other hand, our toolbox is capable of using the third party library GraphVIZ to plot a graph whose vertices do not have 2D coordinates. Several algorithms are available to achieve this (see the documentation of GraphVIZ). When it comes to plotting, we can also plot values on edges using colors (as opposed to thickness for GSPbox). Graph plotting has been optimized for animation, thus allowing efficient GUI where signals may change. We also provide a function to plot matrices where entries of the matrix appear according to a colormap (instead of black and white for the builtin imshow). Finally, as shown in subsection 1.3, we provide \LaTeX\ packages to draw graphs, signals on graphs, and matrices using \LaTeX.
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